Vikram A Sarabhai Centenary Programme
A Centenary tribute to Dr. Vikram A Sarabhai

Organized by
Indian Institute of Remote Sensing
And
ISRO telemetry, tracking and Command Network

October 4-10, 2019
At IIRS, Dehradun

Highlights / Events

Dr. Vikram Sarabhai Memorial Lecture
by
Dr. A.S. Kiran Kumar, former Chairman ISRO
On
October 4, 2019

- Space Exhibition: Venue – IIRS, Campus
- Astronaut Selfie Point: Venue – IIRS, Campus
- Space Club: Venue - Dehradun
- Debate Competition: Venue – IIRS, Campus
- Quiz: Venue – IIRS, Campus
- Painting Competition: Venue – IIRS, Campus
- Essay Writing Competition: Venue – IIRS, Campus